REQUIREMENTS
PHOTO REQUIREMENTS:
 9,5cm x 14,5cm (portrait) x2
 7cm x 8,5cm (portrait) x3 (frames)

CONSUMABLES REQUIRED:
 VersaMagic Chalk Ink – Cloud White
 Sanding block
 Kraft knife
 Dimensional Glaze/Glossy Accents

CUTTING GUIDE (all measurements are width x height)
Celebr8 “#YOLO” Collection
PATTERN: COVER SHEET
 Fussy-cut required elements
PATTERN: PP6602 LOL
 18cm x 29,5cm (cut from right side)
 8cm x 10cm x3 (frame mats) (cut from reverse
side – chevrons)
PATTERN: PP6603 OMG
 Quote/border strip
 10,5cm x 29,5cm
 15cm x 29,5cm
 8,5cm x 11cm (quote mat) (blue side)
PATTERN: PP6604 BFF
 Scallop border strip

PATTERN: PP6605 BAE
 Sheet 1: Fussy cut all required elements
 Sheet 2: 15cm x 30,5cm (blue dots)
PATTERN: PP6606 YAS!
 Sheet 1: Fussy cut star border strip, quote
cards, tabs, tag & circle elements
 Sheet 2: Star border strip
 15cm x 23,5cm (blue stars side)
CARDSTOCK: PP6607 & PP6608
 Large 20cm x 15cm blocks (x2)
 10cm x 15cm blocks (x2)
KRAFT CARDSTOCK: use backing sheets from
chipboard/embellishment packs)
 8cm x 11cm (x3) – cut “polaroid” frames from
these pieces – approx. 6mm at the top and
both sides, with 2cm at the bottom.

Instructions to complete the layout:
1. Use a sanding block to sand all the edges of patterned papers, photo mats and fussy-cut images.
2. Prepare your chipboard elements: Apply white chalk ink to all the selected chipboard words and
allow to dry.
3. I recommend using 2 sheets of plain white/kraft cardstock as your background pages – you can
layer all the cut papers on these sheets.
4. Adhere LOL paper to the centre of both backgrounds, with 3,5cm on the LEFT page.
5. Adhere BAE (blue dots) paper to the left page, flush against LOL paper.
6. Adhere the smaller OMG paper next to BAE paper and adhere one of the blue stars border strips
to the left edge.
7. Adhere the larger OMG paper to the right page, flush against LOL paper already stuck down.
8. Adhere the remaining blue star border strips to the outer edge of the right page.
9. Adhere YAS! (blue stars) paper to the right page, approx. 8cm from the right edge, and flush
against the bottom. Tuck scallop border strip under the left side.
10. Adhere large light blue CARDSTOCK block to the left page, approx.1,5cm from the top and flush
against the right edge. Also adhere blue stars CRADSTOCK block, approx. 2cm from the right
edge & 2,5cm from the top.
11. Adhere the large dark blue CARDSTOCK block to the right page, approx. 2cm from the right edge
& 2,5cm from the bottom. Adhere tan CARDSTOCK block, approx. 4cm from the right edge &
2cm from the bottom, adding cut-out tab to the right side. Adhere chipboard frame over this
block.

12. Once you have cut the 3 frames from KRAFT paper, adhere these to the 3 x LOL (chevrons) mats.
Adhere 2 frames to the top of the right page, approx. 1cm from the top of the page. Raise QUOTE
card with foam tape and adhere to OMG (blue) mat and adhere between these 2 frames.
13. Adhere the remaining frame to the left page, approx. 1,5cm from the left edge & 9cm from the
top.
14. Adhere the long fussy-cut strip of “people” to the bottom of the left page, adding quote border
strip & circle elements.
15. Adhere chipboard title & other elements to layout, as per picture.
16. Add some glitter (found in the embellishment pack) to some of the chipboards (stars) – use
dimensional glaze to glue the glitter in place.
17. Use the remaining fussy-cut elements, domed stickers & metal charms to add embellishment to
your layout, raising some elements with foam tape for extra dimension.
18. Adhere cut-outs from the acetate sheet to add further detail.
Hope you have enjoyed completing this layout 😊😊
Love,

